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Abstract - -  This paper is part of a larger esearch effort to charactexlze the performance of parallel 
programs on distributed memory multiprocessors. We consider modeling processor utili~tlon data 
by continuous piecewise linear approximations. We describe interactive tools for the identification 
of underlying trends and for the suppression ofsuperfluous detail in processor utilization graplm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As part of a larger research effort to characterize the performance of parallel programs on dis- 
tributed memory multiprocessors, we consider estimating processor utilization data by continuous 
piecewise linear approximations. We eventually hope to automate the identification of underlying 
trends in processor utilization curves and to suppress superfluous detail. This would become an 
important part of the automatic generation of scalable performance models for parallel programs. 
Standard data modeling and statistical techniques do not seem appropriate for this goal since 
abrupt changes in program behavior frequently signal distinct execution phases which should 
be kept by the model rather than smoothed away. Moreover, since area under a utilization 
curve corresponds to work, it should be preserved to the extent possible. As a first step toward 
realization of our goal, we describe a basic tool which allows interactive determination of the 
features of a utilization curve which are to be preserved by its approximation, and describe 
an approximation technique particularly suited for simplifying utilization data while preserving 
salient detail. 
This paper is organized in three parts. The first two describe our approximation methods as 
abstract problems and present their analysis in general mathematical terms. The reader primarily 
interested in the motivation for and use of our algorithms will probably wish to skim through 
these parts. In Part 4 we illustrate the use of our techniques and discuss their suitability for our 
ultimate goal of automatically identifying underlying trends in processor utilization. 
2. UNCONSTRAINED PLACEMENT 
The general problem considered in this part is global approximation. The intent is that the 
complexity of approximation be controllable, and that overall behavior be represented while, at 
the same time, the possibility of local bias is provided for. 
Let f be a function defined over the real interval [a, b]. Let K = {(z0, Y0),..., (zn, yn)} be a 
set of points from T~ 2 satisfying 
a-- 'Xo < .. .<~ xn- -b ,  
Y0 -- f(a), Yn = f(b). 
Let IK be the continuous piecewise linear function defined for j -- 1... n over the intervals 
[xj_1,z~] by 
IK (z )  = y~_~ + z - z j _~ (v~ - y~-~).  
z# -zy-1 
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The problem we consider is: Given f and n, how may the set K be determined to minlmize 
fa b(f - -  IK ) 2. 
In general, th~s problem has no unique solution, the techniques of calculus do not yield equations 
which may be solved in closed form, and the surface corresponding to this minimization problem 
has local extrema. We turn this situation to our advantage by noting that the use of a hill 
climbing algorithm would simultaneously provide the pmaibility of local bias (via the initial state 
of the search) while producing a model of the overall behavior of f .  
Partial Derivatives 
• The first step in developing a hill climbing heuristic is to halve the dimension of the search 
space. This is made poesible by the obserwtion that if the z were determined, then the appro- 
priate choice of y is given by the solution of a diagonally dominant tri-disgonal linear system. 
This follows from equating the partial derivatives with respect o yj to zero. We have 
/. /. ( )' a b =' a x -  z~- i  (vj - u j -1)  
a f='+' f -- Yj  - -  (~j'{-1 --  Uj) + .,=~ ayj zj+1 - zj 
2 (X j+ I  -- Zj- -1)  Xj+ 1 --  Z j  -:" Yj-l ZJ -- ZJ-l "b Yj ' + Yj+I -- 2(Uj "b Vj), 
3 3 3 
where 
fx 1 fx~+l 
Uj "-- Xj  -- X j _  I j -1  Xj+ 1 -  x j  ,~xj 
Setting these partials to zero and incorporating the constraints on Y0 and y~ gives rise to the 
matrix equation 
Ay=b.  
Expressing A in the form 
/ #o 70 0 ) ~1 /~1 71 * * * } 
• * * ~ . - i  ~ . - i  7 . - i  
0 a .  ~. 
we have 
aj x j -x j -1 ,  i f j= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  O, if j=n ,  
2(z j+ l  - z j -1 ) ,  if j = 1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
1, i f j  = 0 or j = n, 
z j+ l  - z j ,  i f j  = 1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
0, i f j=0 ,  
6(ujWvj) ,  ifj---- 1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
f(a), if j = 0, 
I(b), if j = n. 
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This linear system allows us to regard the minimization problem as a function of the z alone. 
However, when considering partial derivatives with respect o zz, we must keep in mind that the 
y now depend upon the z. Implicitly differentiating the matrix equation with respect o zz yields 
where 
A V' = b' - A'y, 
1, i f ]  = t, 
' -1 ,  i f j  = t+ 1, 
'~J = O, otherwise, 
2, i f j=* - l ,  
~ = -2,  i f j  =t+l ,  
O, otherwise, 
and 
1, i f j - -  l -  1, 
7~ = -i, if j -  t, 
O, otherwise, 
b~ --- 
6( ", - "' ) i f j=t ,  
-6  ~a-~ if j = t + l ,  
6 "~'t'~ i f j  = t - 1, 
~j+l - -~ j  } 
O, otherwise. 
Having determined the dependence of the y and y' on the z, we can compute the partial of our 
objective function with respect o zL: 
= f -- YZ-1  - -  - - -  (Yr. -- Y t - l )  Oxt (f-/K)2 ~ ,_, ~ l -  ~t-1 
ozL j~,, f - vt (v l+ l  - v l )  xt+l  -- Xt  
. i f ,  0 x - x~_~ _ + 
= (yz+, - Vz) {2 v, 1 } zL+l - zt §(vL+I + 2v,) 
+ (v , -  v,-,) {2 " 12 + v,-1)} 
x, - z,-1 - 3( vL 
1 
+ (,,+1 - ~t) ~ (v,+l (2vi+l + vl) + w (2vl + vi+~)) 
1 
+ (zt - ~,-1) ~ (V* (2Vl + ~-1) + w-~C2Y,-~ + Vl)) 
- 2 (Vi ~ + V;+~ "*+1) - 2 (Vt-1 ",-1 + Vt "~) 
t # l , l+ 1 
- x ,_1)(2 v,-1 y -1 + 2 v, + y,-1 v' + v -1 v,))}. 
This allows calculation of the gradient, so that a standard non-linear optimization routine can be 
used to determine the z. In the applications we consider, f is a piecewise linear function t and our 
2 Procemor utilltmtlon ct=vea re =lwayt piecewise linear. 
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implementation is serial. We use a conjugate gradient method (Fletcher-Reeves-Polak-Ribiere) 
[1], with a parabolic interpolation method [2] for the required line minimisations. 
A major source of overhead is the calculation of this gradient. The work involved grows 
quadratically with the dimension ; solving the tri-diagonal linear system takes O(n) time [3], 
and each component of the gradient akes O(n) time. This serves to exacerbate the difficulty of 
minimizing a function of increasing dimensionality. Asymptotically, this method is impractical, 
but for small n the approach works well, providing reasonable global approximations to functions 
with complicated behavior. Moreover, since the calculation of each component of the gradi- 
ent need not be tightly coupled with the calculation of other components, an efficient parallel 
implementation can extend the range of n. 
The expense of gradient and function evaluations may be lessened by pre-calculating the L2 
norm of f ,  and the integral and first moment of f over the subintervals where f is linear. For 
example, let f be linear over the intervals [aj-1, aj] (for 1 < j < k) where a = a0 < ... < ak - b, 
and define 
O'o(j) = f, o'l(j) = t f at. 
i=1 .-a i=1 ,-a 
Then the integrals 
may be calculated via 
fX ~J ~ J  wj = f, mj -- t f dt J--1 J--I 
1 
= ~{(aj~. -- xj-1) (f(aj~.) "4" Yj-I) --I- (xj -- aj=.ffi) (.f(aj=.ffi) + Y j)} 
+ O'0(jmax) -- O'o(jmm) 
and 
i 
mj = -~(aj~. -- x j -1 )  (Yj-1 (aj=l. + 2xj -1)  + f (a j~ . )  ( z j -1  "4" 2aj.,.)) 
1 
+ "~(Xj -- a i r . f )  (yj (aj=.. + 2z j )  + f (a j=.=)(z j  "Jc 2aj=u))  
q- 0"l(jmax) -- 0"l(jmm), 
where jmin is the minimal i such that z j -1  < ai, and jmax is the maximal i such that ai < z j .  
The u and v may be calculated via 
Trtj - x j -1  Wj Xj+ 1 Wj+I -- mj+ l  u j= , vj = 
z j  -- z j -1  x j+l  -- xj 
and it is equivalent and more efficient to minimize 
/a b(f  -- IK) 2 -- ~f~2 2 = n 1 -- 2 ~-~{Y j -1Wj  "J#" (yj -- Y j -1)Uj  -- -~(Zj -- X j -1)  (y~ "~" yj Yj-1 "{" Y~-I)}" 
/=1 
We refer to the method of approximation described in this part as unconstrained placement, since 
the location of the z-coordinates are not artificially constrained. Simple approximation methods 
do not typically Mlow the z to adapt to the peculiarities of the data; the position of the z must 
be fixed at the outset. Algorithms which do attempt o place the z include Friedman's [4] MARS 
program and the dynamic programming approach of Bellman and Roth [5]. The problem with 
methods like MARS is that, once a z-coordinate is chosen, it is not allowed to change; i.e., the 
influence of z~ for j > k on the choice of zk is ignored. Consequently, the resulting models 
are poor for our application. Although this is not a problem with methods like the dynamic 
programming approach, they are even more computationally expensive than ours. 2 Moreover, 
they do not provide a means of biasing the resulting model (as does our approach via a choice of 
the initial search state) except by restricting the z to some predetermined set. 
~Efllcient versions of the dynamic progrmnmin Z approach, such as Hawkim [6], do not yield continuous models. 
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3. CONSTRAINED PLACEMENT 
The general problem considered in this part is local approximation. The intent is that the 
overall behavior of the approximation be controllable while, at the same time, the resulting model 
is conservative. 
Let P - {P0,... Pk } be a set of points in the domain of a continuous piecewise linear function 
f defined over a compact interval [a, b]. A continuous, piecewise linear function t is an admissible 
approzimatioa to f if and only if: 
• t iz  ) -- f(x) for all a e P. 
• £(z) -- f(z) for all z E N, where N is the set of z-coordinates of nodes of t. 
• t is the best L2 approximation to f over the intervals given by successive elements of N. 
These conditions imply that admissible approximations are contractions; the range oft  is a subset 
of the range of f.  Moreover, they preserve area in the sense that, if x, y E N, then 
I' I' t=  f. 
Admissible approximations exist, since f admissibly approximates it elf. However, these approx- 
imations are not unique, even under the further estriction that the cardinality of N should be 
minimal. Although this additional restriction (that IN[ be minimal) defines the approximation 
problem which we would like to solve, it is not tractable. The method developed in the next 
section constructs an admissible approximation while attempting to keep the size of N small, but 
it does not guarantee the minimality of [NI. 
Construction 
We first consider how the second and third conditions defining an admissible approximation 
may be used to locate successive nodes of t. 
represented by the following figure. 
(X2, Y2 ) 
Let the graph of f over the interval [z0, Z,+l] be 
(x.+ 1, Y.+ 1 ) 
Here (zj, yj) is the ( J -  1)-st node of f after the point (z0, Y0) for 1 < j  < n, and is the in -  1)-st 
node of f for j - n+l.  The points (zl, Yl) and (z., Yn) are parameters which lie on the pictured 
line segments. 
Let the point (z. ,yn) on the line segment X from (z. -1,y. -1)  to (z .+l ,y.+l)  be such that 
the area under f from zl to z.  coincides with the area under the line segment ~from (zl, Yl) to 
(z.,  Yn). If ~ exists, it is determined by the expressions 
2 f i t )  dt - (x -1 - xl)(y -I + 
x. = x . -1+ O~.-1-~,)O,,.+~-u,.-,) ( :~+~_~._~)  - Y . -1  + Yl 
Yn "- Yn-1  "{" Xn -- Xn -1  (~/n+l -- Yn-l). 
Xn+ I -- Xn_ 1 
These expressions signal the non-existence of~ by returning a value for z ,  outside of [Xn--1, ~gn+l]. 
Moreover, if the denominator (of the expression giving z,)  is zero, then (z,, Yn) may be taken 
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as any point on X provided that the numerator is also zero. In this case we take (z,,y,,) equal 
to (=.+l, y.+l). 
The importance of ~ is the sense in which it approximates £, the best linear L2 approximation 
to f over [zl,z.]. I fa  and/3 are the coefficients of£, it follows from calculus that 
and 
0 = 0~3Jzffi ( f -  (~xm + ~3)) 2 -- --2~., ( f - -~)  
12 (f f- xl+x.  ) = (x.----'zl) 3 $ f(t) ~ - - -7"  f(t) ~ . 
1 1 
In particular, the area under f over [xl, x.] also coincides with the area under L It follows that 
if the slope of ~ is c~, then ~ and l are the same line segment (since then their slopes and areas 
match). Hence ~ either approximates ~ from above in the sense that ~ has slope greater than or 
equal to c~, or from below in the sense that ~ has slope less than or equal to a. 
The utility of this approximation follows from the fact that if xl and z~ in [z0, x2] have 
(Xl _ i \ corresponding points (zn, Y.) and ~. ,  yn) on X, then every x~ in the interval determined by xl 
and x~ has its corresponding point (z*, y*) on the line segment from (z.,  Yn) to (z~, Z/n). This 
justifies binary search to locate a point zl (if it exists) for which ~ and t are identical. 
Although in presenting the analysis we have considered the existence of ~ by regarding it as 
being determined by its left endpoint (zl,yl), we could have instead proceeded from its right 
endpoint (zn, yn). This observation suggests the following heuristic for determining initial upper 
and lower approximations to ~ to begin the binary search: 
• Determine ~0 (if it exists) corresponding to its left endpoint (zl, Yl) = (z0, Y0). 
• Determine ~2 (if it exists) corresponding to its left endpoint (xl, yl) = (z2, y2). 
• Determine ~n-1 (if it exists) corresponding to its right endpoint (z,~, Yn) = (x.-1, Yn-1). 
• Determine ~.+1 (if it exists) corresponding to its right endpoint (z., y.) - (z.+l, Yn+I)- 
If there does not exist a pair of approximations from {~0,~2,~.-1,~.+1} onemember of which 
approximates from above, and the other from below, then instead of searching further, we assume 
that binary search is not possible. It turns out that the property of ~ being a lower (or upper) 
approximation of £ does not depend monotonically on an endpoint of ~, and therefore this heuristic 
is imperfect. 
In order to satisfy the first condition defining an admissible approximation, we consider the 
functions fj defined by restricting f to the interval ~j-I,Pj] (for j = 1,. . . ,  k). Note that if tj 
is an admissible approximation to fj, then the function £ defined locally by l j will admissibly 
approximate f. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that P = 0. 
A simple greedy algorithm may now be used to produce admissible approximations. In what 
follows, we assume that the (xj, yj) are always defined by the preceding diagram. 3 
1. LetA = a and B = b. 
2. Let z0 = A and *,~+1 = B (note that this implicitly defines n and (zj,yj) for j ~ 1,n). 
3. Determine ~ (if it exists) as outlined above. 
4. If ~ was not found, then replace B by xn-~ and goto step 2. 
5. £ is defined locally by f over [z0, rt] and by ( over [Xl,Xn]. 
6. If ~n = b then stop, otherwise let A = z.,  B = b, and goto step 2. 
The avidity of this greedy algorithm may be limited by restricting the domain of search from 
[.4, B] (as initialized by step 2 above) to [A, Q]. Letting Q = A+(b-a) /A,  where ~ is a parameter, 
provides ome control over the detail of approximation. 
We refer to the method of approximation described in this part as constrained placement since 
the locations of nodes are constrained to lie on the graph of f. There does not seem to be any 
discussion in the literature of the approximations which we have termed admissible. 
3Hence (x~,y~) is the (j - 1)-st node of / after the point (x0,Y0) for 1 <3< n, and is the (n - 1)-st node of / 
for j = n+l .  
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4. APPLICATIONS 
The algorithms described in the previous ections are intended for different purposes and are 
designed to work together in determining a model for a continuous piecewise linear function f .  
Since processor utilization data is discrete, we may regard it as the nodes of such a function f .  
The suitability of constrained placement for approximating utilization curves follows from the 
following design decisions: 
• Constrained placement is a conservative method in that it interpolates the behavior of f 
(every node of the resulting model is a point on the graph of f). Interpolation is important, 
since a utilization model should never indicate that a negative number of processors are in 
use, nor should it indicate that more processors are active than the system provides. 
• Because the intended application is to approximate process utilization curves, and since 
area under a utilization curve corresponds towork, a natural and useful requirement ofany 
model is that it preserves area over each interval of interpolation. 
• Our requirement that constrained placement produce a continuous model is for simplicity. 
We believe that continuous models are easier to look at and interpret. 
• Finally, the ability of constrained placement to preserve a set P of user--defined points 
allows the model to reflect zmportant features of the original data. Moreover, automatic 
identification of underlying trends in processor utilization graphs might rely on using this 
set P as a collection of parameters with which to control the model. 
In contrast, unconstrained placement does not interpolate, preserve area, or maintain aset of user 
defined points. 4 It is a global approximation technique whose main purpose is to model overall 
behavior and control complexity. While constrained placement attempts to minimize the number 
of nodes, it is a local approximation technique which makes no guarantee that the resulting 
model will be simple. Unconstrained placement, however, is designed with the complexity of the 
model (i.e., number of nodes) as a controllable parameter. This makes it particularly useful for 
investigating a complicated graph with a simple model to bring out global behavior. 
We next demonstrate how these two methods may be used interactively in developing a model 
which is both theoretically sound (in the sense that area is preserved) and reflects the judgement 
of the user concerning what the important features of f are. We believe our approximation 





4 A l though a user  can auggest a set of points by making it the initial configuration for the hill climbing algorithm. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the ability of unconstrained placement to model global behavior. We took 
an equal spacing of the x in the interval [a, b] as our initial configuration. The dotted function 
is the input f which represents the utilization curve of a large timc ~tep algorithm for solving 
a hyperbolic PDE. The solid function is the resulting approximation IK for n -- 25. While this 
global approximation may look pleasing, it: 
• does not interpolate, and indicates both the utilization of a negative number of processors 
and the utilization of more processors than are in the system. 
• does not preserve area over intervals corresponding to successive nodes. 
For these reasons, constrained placement will be used to obtain the final model. However, this 
approximation is useful in that it reveals the basic structure of initialization (1), three time steps 
(2,3,4), followed by data collection (5). This approximation also suggests that if high processor 
utilization is interesting, then there are four clear regions where this takes place (1,2,3,4). 
Note that according to this model, the last main computational step (4) appears degenerate 
(its following spike is not nearly as pronounced). However, this is not supported by the actual 
data (dotted graph) which shows the secondary spike of the main computational steps (2,3,4) 
are quite simillar. We can encourage constrained placement to model each of these steps more 
uniformly by choosing P to be a set of points from the graph of f reflecting the beginning and 
ending of these regions, and setting ~ - 1 to encourage the elimination of other detail. The 






Figure 2 illustrates a typical feature of constrained placement; spikes are formed by its greedy 
algorithm. It is tempting to use unconstrained placement over the intervals urrounding these 
spikes to smooth them away, but doing so would sacrifice both interpolation and preservation of
area. Instead, we use the following idea which requires us only to give up interpolation. 
Let f be an integrable function defined over the real interval [a, b] and let x E [a, b]. Con- 
sider the continuous piecewise linear function £ determined by the set of nodes ~(a, f(a)), (z, y), 
(b, f(b))}. If l preserves area, then we have 
~ X + f (a ) )  - = f ,  
~b 
l (y  ~- f(b)) (b - x) = f. 
Eliminating y and rearranging ives 
2(x--a)  f + 2(x -b )  f = (x -a ) (b -x ) ( f (b ) - f (a ) ) .  
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This equation can be solved to determine L (multiple solutions are possible). Choosing the 
intervals [a, b] to surround the spikes in the previous graph and using this method to smooth 





We point out that the structure indicated by this model was later verified by examination of the 
code. 
Although we believe to have developed tools particularly appropriate for modeling processor 
utilization, these techniques may be appropriate for modeling other discrete data as well. 
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